
The Omega Evolution SP Speaker Cables
The Omega Evolution SP is one of TARA Labs' ultimate 
high-end reference speaker cables. Recent reviews from 
high-end magazines around the world have proclaimed 
this audio cable as the "the very best!" The Omega 
Evolution SP delivers lifelike, almost holographic sound, 
pin-point imaging and clear resolution of fine detail with 
extreme ease. What you will hear is an accurate 
harmonic structure extending upwards with the finest 
and most delicate of high frequencies. This will be 

contrasted by a vanishingly low noise floor. The reproduction of the recorded space can only be 
described as holographic. The qualities of reverberation and ambient retrieval are simply astonishing. 
The Omega Evolution SP has a level of performance that is beyond comparison to any other speaker 
cable in the world with the obvious exception of the Grandmaster Evolution.

WHY SO SPECIAL?
As the loudspeaker cables carry a much higher signal 
voltage and current into a non-linear impedance (the 
loudspeaker), the reactive load of the loudspeaker can 
be difficult for some amplifiers to drive, and the all-
important damping factor of the amplifier does not 
change from amplifier to amplifier. The phenomenon is 
readily apparent, heard as bass that is soft and low in 
amplitude, sometimes together with high frequencies 
that are too smooth or rolled-off, in addition to a loss of musicality. The Omega Evolution SP works 
exceptionally well with all high-end audio systems, including those components that require additional 
inductance for optimal performance. Omega Evolution "SP" speaker cables offer : State-of-the-art 
technology and design that was designed & created by TARA Labs. Their performance is absolutely 
spectacular when matched with a wide majority of high-end audio components available today.

* BSM (with interchangeable 1/4" or 5/16" Spades or Bananas)
* 4+ gauge conductor runs per channel
* SAOF-8N copper (99.999999% pure, oxygen-free, mono-crystal, super-annealed)
* Proprietary rectangular solid core (RSC) conductors  for optimal performance
* Each channel comprised of (280) RSC Gen 2 conductors in Aero-PE GMI dielectric (560 total)
* Separate positive and negative conductor runs for each channel
* Helixed Rectangular Solid Core conductors in air-tube technology
* Spectacular power and clarity. Absolutely neutral and coherent
* Superb resolution of micro-detail and ambient information
* High-frequency extension, full midrange and tight, rich bass
* Powerful dynamic contrasts. Superbly defined and vivid images
* Exceptional holographic soundstage and musicality
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More awards, in 30 years, than any other cable manufacturer in the world!


